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October
Abbs, Annabel Miss Eliza’s English Kitchen – (The Language of Food) Before Mrs. Beeton and well before Julia Child,
there was Eliza Acton, who changed the course of cookery writing forever.
Alexander, Ellie The Cure for What Ales You – cozy mystery – (Book 5 in the Sloane Krause Series) Amateur sleuth and
brewer Sloan Krause contends with her past--and a murder related to it.
Anderson, Lily The Throwback List -When Jo Freeman finds an old bucket list in her childhood bedroom, it sets three
women on a path that brings them closer to one another, and it might lead to a life none of them could have planned.
Andrews. Donna The Twelve Jays of Christmas – cozy mystery – (Book 30 in the Meg Langslow Series) While trying to
help her brother elope, Meg also has to solve a murder when they are all trapped by a blizzard during his engagement
party.
Andrews, V.C. Out of the Rain – (Book 2 in the Umbrella Series) After escaping the Umbrella Lady’s home, Saffron finds
her father who insists she pretend to be his niece so as not to upset his new wife’s family.
Anthony, Piers A Tryst of Fate – fantasy – (Book 45 in the Xanth Series) When an alien cuttlefish’s Demon boyfriend’s
human host is murdered, they need to travel through time before they become newly dead instead of newly wed.
Archer, Jeffrey Over My Dead Body – mystery – (Book 4 in the William Warwick Chronicle Series) Detective William
Warwick goes to the cold case unit, where he chases someone who thinks they’ve gotten away with murder.
Baker, A. Deborah Along the Saltwise Sea – horror – (Book 2 in the Up and Under Series) Writing as A. Deborah Baker,
Seanan McGuire takes our heroes Avery and Zib on a high seas adventure with pirates and queens and all the dangers of
the deep.
Banner, A.J. In Another Light – mystery – The death of a look-alike stranger leads a grieving woman down a troubling
path.
Banville, John April in Spain – mystery – (Book 8 in the Quirke Series) When Quirke sees a familiar face on holiday, it's
hard to tell if she’s who he thinks she is, and does she have a connection with a crime that brought ruin to a political
dynasty?
Beard, Janet The Ballad of Laurel Springs – A provocative new novel about multiple generations of women in one East
Tennessee family haunted by violence and redeemed by their rich inheritance of folk music.
Beaton, M.C. and R.W. Green Down the Hatch – cozy mystery – (Book 32 in the Agatha Raisin Mystery Series) Agatha
must prove a local gardener was poisoned and then find the killer herself.
Beckerman, Hannah The Impossible Truths of Love – Thirty-five years ago, Annie’s life was upended by a series of
traumas. The decision she made at the time are now unraveling.
Benford, Gregory Shadows of Eternity – science fiction – A discovery within the SETI library on the moon turns out to be
deadly.
Biller, Diana The Brightest Star in Paris-romance – A thrilling story of first loves and second chances set in post-war Paris.
Bowen, Rhys God Rest Ye, Royal Gentlemen – cozy mystery – (Book 15 in the Royal Spyness Series) Georgie is back and
hanging the stockings with care when a murder interrupts her Christmas cheer.
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Brooks, Terry Child of Light – fantasy – An electrifying new fantasy series about a human girl struggling to find her place
in a magical world she's never known.
Brown, Rita Mae Claws for Alarm – cozy mystery – (Book 30 in the Mrs. Murphy Series) Mary Minor gets a little help
from her veterinarian husband to solve the murder of a young equine vet whose death may be linked to his new clinic.
Callahan, Patti Once Upon a Wardrobe – When Megs brother George is dying, he begs her to find out where Narnia is.
She goes to the source- seeking out CS Lewis and his brother at Oxford.
Cambridge, Colleen Murder at Mallowan Hall – mystery – (Book 1 in the Phyllida Bright Mystery Series) Introducing
Phyllida Bright, fictional housekeeper for none other than famed mystery novelist Agatha Christie.
Card, Orson Scott The Last Shadow – science fiction – (The last book in the Ender Wiggin Saga Series) The children of
Ender and Bean solve the great problem of the Ender Universe: the virus they call the descolada, which is incurable and
will kill all of humanity if it were allowed to escape from Lusitania.
Carson, Scott Where They Wait – horror – While writing about a mindfulness app called Clarity, Nick makes a terrifying
discovery – he is the only one of twenty people who have heard the app’s song and lived.
Chambers, Clare Small Pleasures – A keenly observed period piece about an ordinary British woman in the 1950s whose
dutiful life takes a sudden turn into a pitched battle between propriety and unexpected passion.
Child, Lee and Andrew Child Better off Dead – (Book 26 in the Jack Reacher Series) Relentless action, a gripping mystery
and a host of evil new enemies who are soon going to learn . . . they'd be better off dead.
Childs, Laura Twisted Tea Christmas – cozy mystery – (Book 23 in the Tea Shop Mystery Series) An attack on the host of a
fancy tea party sends Theodosia Browning looking for answers.
Clinton, Hillary Rodham and Louise Penny State of Terror – A series of terrorist attacks throws the global order into
disarray, and the new secretary of state is tasked with assembling a team to unravel the deadly conspiracy.
Colgan, Jenny The Christmas Bookshop – romance – Two sisters thrust together for the holiday find themselves thrown
together trying to breathe new life into a dusty, disorganized charming bookshop.
Connolly, John The Nameless Ones – mystery – (Book 19 in the Charlie Parker Series) When four men are murdered, the
men responsible believe they can escape retribution by retreating to their homeland. They are wrong.
Cornwall, Lecia The Woman at the Front – A daring young woman risks everything to pursue a career as a doctor on the
front lines in France during World War I and learns the true meaning of hope, love, and resilience in the darkest of times.
Cross, Georgina Nanny Needed – mystery – A young woman takes a job as a nanny for an impossibly wealthy family,
thinking she’s found a better life only to discover she’s walked into a world of deception and dark secrets.
Dade, Olivia All the Feels – romance – An utterly charming romantic comedy about a devil-may-care actor, who actually
cares more than anyone knows, and the no-nonsense woman hired to keep him in line.
Dalcher, Christina Femlandia – A chilling look into an alternate near future where a woman and her daughter seek
refuge in a women-only colony only to find that the safe haven they were hoping for is the most dangerous place they
could be.
Eisler, Barry The Chaos Kind – (Book 11 in the John Rain Series) The assassins of Barry Eisler’s #1 bestseller The Killer
Collective are back—and this time, it’s chaos.
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Ellis, Lindsay Truth of the Divine – science fiction – (Book 2 in the Noumena Series) The human race is at a crossroads; we
know that we are not alone, but details about the alien presence on Earth are still being withheld from the public. As the
political climate becomes more unstable, the world is forced to consider the ramifications of granting human rights to
non-human persons.
Fein, Louise The Hidden Child – From the outside, Eleanor and Edward Hamilton have the perfect life, but they're
harbouring a secret that threatens to fracture their entire world.
Feldman, Suzanne Sisters of the Great War – romance – Inspired by real women, this powerful novel tells the story of
two unconventional American sisters who volunteer at the front during World War I.
Fisher, Suzanne Woods A Season on the Wind – Ben returns home in search of a rare bird where he is reunited with the
woman who sparked his passion for rare birds, but he doesn’t remember her nor know he was her first spark of love.
Franzen, Jonathan Crossroads – (Book 1 in the Key to All Mythologies Series) It’s December 23, 1971, and the
Hildebrandt family is at a crossroads, and all of the Hildebrandts seeks a freedom that each of the others threatens to
complicate.
Freeman, Judith MacArthur Park – Two best friends relationship changes when one marries the other’s ex-husband. On
a trip to their hometown they will be forced to confront the truths and falsehoods of their relationship.
French, Nicci The Unheard – mystery – When Tess finds a disturbing drawing among her daughter’s brightly colored
paintings, Tess is convinced that Poppy has witnessed something that her young mind is struggling to put into words.
Goldberg, Lee Gated Prey-mystery – (Book 3 in the Eve Ronin Series) A simple sting operation takes a violent and
unexpected turn for Detective Eve Ronin.
Grant, Kimi Cunningham These Silent Woods – mystery – A father and daughter living in the remote Appalachian
mountains must reckon with the ghosts of their past.
Gray, Shelley Shepard A Christmas Courtship – (Book 3 in the Berlin Bookmobile Series) In this endearing Christmas tale,
a bookmobile librarian knows just the novel to help an Amish bachelor woo his next-door neighbor.
Grisham, John The Judge’s List – mystery – Lacy Stoltz has seen plenty of corruption behind the bench, but even she is
surprised when she learns the latest judge under investigation is not just taking bribes – he may be taking lives.
Hadfield, Chris The Apollo Murders – mystery – 1973: a final, top-secret mission to the Moon. Three astronauts in a tiny
module, a quarter of a million miles from home. A quarter of a million miles from help.
Hall, Tamron As the Wicked Watch – mystery – (Book 1 in the Jordan Manning Series) A reporter unravels the disturbing
mystery around the deaths of two black girls - the work of a serial killer terrorizing Chicago.
Hancock, Anne Mette The Corpse Flower – mystery – A Danish journalist digs deep to uncover a web of lies that
stretches back to a grisly murder, but knowing the truth might put an end to her story.
Hannon, Irene Labyrinth of Lies – (Book 2 in the Triple Threat Series) When Det. Cate Reilly goes undercover to locate a
missing boarding school student, she doesn’t expect to run into the only man she ever loved working at the school.
Harris, Tessa Beneath a Starless Sky – Jewish Ballerina Lilli meets Captain Marco Zeiller as the Nazi’s are gaining power.
He is an officer with Reich potential and a relationship with Lilli would compromise them both.
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Harrison, Rachel Cackle – A darkly funny, frightening novel about a young woman learning how to take what she wants
from a witch who may be too good to be true.
Harrow, Alix E. A Spindle Splintered – fantasy – A vivid, subversive and feminist reimagining of Sleeping Beauty, where
implacable destiny is no match for courage, sisterhood, stubbornness, and a good working knowledge of fairy tales.
Harvey, Kristy Woodson Christmas in Peachtree Bluff – (Book 4 in the Peachtree Bluff Series) Three generations of the
Murphy women must come together when a hurricane threatens to destroy their hometown during the holidays.
Hausmann, Romy Sleepless – mystery – It's been years since Nadja Kulka was convicted of a cruel crime. After being
released from prison, she's wanted nothing more than a normal life and a few friends. But when one of those friends,
Laura von Hoven kills her lover and begs Nadja for her help, Nadja can't seem to refuse.
Hedlund, Jody The Heart of a Cowboy – (Book 2 in the Colorado Cowboys Series) Sworn off women yet hired to be the
bodyguard for Linnea Newberry, Flynn McQuaid has more than the danger of the trail to fight against.
Hoffman, Alice The Book of Magic – (Book 3 in the Practical Magic Series) The Owens family has been cursed in matters
of love for over 300 years but all of that is about to change.
Holiday, Jenny Duke, Actually – romance – (Book 2 in the Royal Christmas Series) Maximiliian von Hansburg, Baron of
Laudon and single New Yorker Dani enjoy being friends, but neither was ready for attraction to enter the picture.
Horowitz, Anthony A Line to Kill – mystery – (Book 3 in the Hawthorne and Horowitz Mystery Series) When a local
grandee is found dead under mysterious circumstances, Hawthorne and Horowitz become embroiled in the case.
Jackson, Brenda One Christmas Wish – romance – (Book 5 in the Catalina Cove Series) Vaughn Miller is finally free after
being wrongfully convicted, and Sierra Crane has just escaped a disastrous marriage. Love is the last thing either of them
is looking for as they start over.
Jager, Mark de Firesky – fantasy – (Book 2 in the Stratus Series) Stratus’ memory is returning, and he now wants revenge
on the magician who separated him from his true love, tortured him for centuries, and trapped him in a human body.
Kearsley, Susanna The Vanished Days – A sweeping love story set against the Jacobite revolution.
Kessler, Brad North – A powerfully moving novel about the intertwined lives of a Vermont monk, a Somali refugee, and
an Afghan war veteran.
Khaw, Cassandra Nothing But Blackened Teeth – horror – A gorgeously creepy haunted house tale, steeped in Japanese
folklore and full of devastating twists.
King, Emily R. Crown of Cinders – fantasy – (Book 2 in the Wings of Fury Series) Going to battle against a Titan in the war
of all wars, one woman is making history.
Kingsbury, Karen Forgiving Paris – Two decades ago Ashley and Alice made their most grievous mistakes in Paris. Now
twenty years later they are reunited, and they wonder if they can finally heal and get the closure they need.
Kingsbury, Kate In Hot Water – cozy mystery – (A Book in the Mity Bay Tea Room Mystery) The proprietress of a Britishstyle tea shop must draw on her love for mystery novels to sleuth a murder.
Kinsella, Sophie The Party Crasher – When Effie sneaks into her family’s last party before they leave the family home
forever, she begins to see her family in a new light as she overhears conversations while looking for childhood treasures.
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Klavan, Andrew When Christmas Comes – mystery – After a confession of murder, a sleuthing English teacher will need a
Christmas miracle to prove a condemned man innocent.
Kumar, Amitava A Time Outside This Time – A blistering novel about fake news, memory, and the ways in which truth
gives over to fiction.
Kwak, Gene Go Home, Ricky! – After a career ending injury Ricky Twohatchet has to leave wrestling. As he spirals
downwards, he starts to learn about the father he never knew – exploding everything he knows about who he is.
Lalli, Sonya A Holly Jolly Diwali – romance – One type-A data analyst discovers her free-spirited side on an impulsive
journey from bustling Mumbai to the gorgeous beaches of Goa and finds love waiting for her on Christmas morning.
Laskowski, Tara The Mother Next Door – mystery – A brilliantly paced tale of perfect-suburbia-until-you-scratch-thesurface with oh-so-privileged characters you’ll love to hate.
Le Carre, John Silverview – A mesmerizing story of an encounter between innocence and experience and between public
duty and private morals.
Litfin, Bryan M. Every Knee Shall Bow – (Book 2 in the Constantine’s Empire Trilogy Series) A tale of courage, defiance,
and humble submission to God continues the captivating saga of two unlikely allies in the age of imperial Christianity.
Little, Tess The Last Guest – mystery – A glamorous birthday dinner in the Hollywood Hills ends with the famous host
dead and every guest under suspicion.
Lourey, Jess Litani – mystery – When 14-year-old Frankie moves in with her mother, she is warned to stay away from the
Game. However, when a bullying group of girls invite her, she accepts; now she fears she is living with monsters.
Lovesey, Peter Diamond and the Eye – mystery – (Book 20 in the Peter Diamond Series) A Bath antiques dealer has
disappeared, and detective Peter Diamond has been saddled with the "help" of a hardboiled Philip Marlowe wannabe
private investigator in cracking the case.
Macomber, Debbie Dear Santa – romance – A special holiday wish list brings about hope, love, and second chances.
Maguire, Gregory The Brides of Maracoor – fantasy – (Book 1 in the Another Day Series) The first in a three-book series
spun off the iconic Wicked Years, featuring Elphaba’s granddaughter, the green-skinned Rain.
Major, Michelle Mistletoe Season – romance – (Book 2 in the Carolina Girls Series) Spend the holidays in Magnolia,
North Carolina, where two lonely hearts find exactly what they need for Christmas.
Malerman, Josh Pearl – horror – The legend of a strange new monster unlike any other in horror (previously published as
On This, the Day of the Pig).
Marston, Edward Orders to Kill – mystery – (Book 9 in the Home Front Detective Series) Marmion and Keedy’s
investigation takes them out of London, and on the trail of three different women.
Mattson, James Han Reprieve – mystery – A novel of social horror centered around a brutal killing that takes place in a
full-contact haunted escape room.
McDermid, Val 1979 – mystery – (Book 1 in the Allie Burns Series) The first novel in McDermid's newest series, 1979 is
an atmospheric journey into the past with intriguing insight into the present.
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Modesitt Jr, L.E. Isolate – fantasy – (Book 1 in the Isolate Series) Steffan Dekkard is an Isolate, trained as a security
specialist. When his employer becomes a target, so does he, in this deadly struggle to control the government.
Morgan, Sarah The Christmas Escape – romance – It was supposed to be Christy Sullivan’s perfect Christmas escape, but
facing a make-or-break marriage crisis, Christy desperately needs time alone with her husband. Her solution? Alix can
take Christy’s daughter to Lapland, and they will reunite there for Christmas Day. What else are friends for?
Morris, Heather Three Sisters – (Book 3 in the Tattooist of Auschwitz Series) Three sisters have survived imprisonment in
Auschwitz. They have nearly died but now, the allies are closing in, and the sisters have one last hurdle to face.
Onuzo, Chibundu Sankofa – The story of a mixed-race British woman who goes in search of the West African father she
never knew.
Palmer, Ada Perhaps the Stars – science fiction – (Book 4 in the Terra Ignota Series) The final book of the Hugo Awardshortlisted Terra Ignota series.
Patterson, James and Candice Fox 2 Sisters Detective Agency – mystery – Two sisters go into the family business they
didn't know they had - catching killers.
Payne, Melissa The Night of Many Endings – Trapped in the library due to a winter storm, a collection of lonely hearts
discover more about each other, and themselves, then they ever knew.
Peterson, Tracie Waiting on Love – (Book 3 in the Ladies of the Lake Series) It is up to the new first mate to protect the
Captain’s daughter when a rough new sailor with an unsavory past signs on board.
Powner, Katie A Flicker of Light – When Bea moves back home as a married college dropout with a baby on the way, her
father, Mitch, is thrilled to have a full house even though he’s not excited about the greenhorn husband.
Pride, Christine and Jo Piazza We Are Not Like Them – A novel about the lifelong bond between two women, one Black
and one white, whose friendship is altered by a tragic event.
Priest, Cherie Grave Reservations – mystery – (Book 1 in the Grave Reservation Series) A psychic travel agent and a
Seattle PD detective solve a murder in this quirky mystery.
Quinn, Spencer It’s a Wonderful Woof – mystery – (Book 12 in the Chet and Bernie Mystery Series) A holiday adventure
for Chet the dog, “the most lovable narrator in crime fiction” (Boston Globe), and his human partner, PI Bernie Little.
Rader-Day, Lori Death at Greenway – mystery – A captivating tale of nurses during World War II who come to Agatha
Christie’s holiday estate to care for evacuated children. But when a body is discovered nearby, the idyllic setting
becomes host to a deadly mystery.
Reyes, Raquel V. Mango, Mambo, and Murder – cozy mystery – (Book 1 in the Caribbean Kitchen Mystery Series) CubanAmerican cooking show star Miriam Quiñones-Smith becomes a seasoned sleuth.
Rosenfelt, David Best in Snow – cozy mystery – (Book 24 in the Andy Carpenter Series) In this Christmas mystery, Andy
Carpenter and Tara are on the beat after a body turns up in the snow, and a journalist is nowhere to be found.
Rosenfield, Kat No One Will Miss Her – mystery – A girl from a hardscrabble small town meets a gorgeous Instagram
influencer from the big city with a murderous twist that will shock even the most savvy reader.
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Ryan, Anne Marie Christmas by the Book – romance – In small-town England, two booksellers facing tough times decide
to spread some Christmas cheer through the magic of anonymous book deliveries in this uplifting holiday tale for book
lovers everywhere.
Saab, Gabriella D. The Last Checkmate – A young Polish resistance worker, imprisoned in Auschwitz as a political
prisoner, plays chess in exchange for her life, and in doing so fights to bring the man who destroyed her family to justice.
Schulman, Alex The Survivors – Three brothers return to the family cottage by the lake where, more than two decades
earlier, a catastrophe changed the course of their lives. Now, they are here to scatter their mother's ashes.
Scott, Regina A View Most Glorious – (Book 3 in the American Wonders Collection Series) To best a ruthless
entrepreneur, Cora and Nathan must team up to climb Mt. Rainier where they rediscover their faith in God and
humanity.
Shipman, Viola The Secret of Snow – When meteorologist Sonny Dunes is let go from her job in California, she goes back
to Michigan and meets a widowed father whose love of winter just might thaw her heart and restart her life.
Singh, Nalini Archangel’s Light – (Book 14 in the Guild Hunter Series) For centuries they’ve been inseparable: the best of
friends, closer than brothers, companions of the heart. But that was before – can they find their way back together?
Smith, Ian K. Wolf Point – mystery – (Book 2 in the Ashe Cayne Series) An ex-cop turned private investigator seeks to
fight corruption on the streets of Chicago.
Starling, Caitlin The Death of Jane Lawrence -fantasy – When Jane Shoringfield marries Dr. Augustine Lawrence there is
only one condition, she must never visit his family home, but somehow she ends up stranded there.
Steel, Danielle The Butler – Two different worlds and two very different lives collide in Paris.
Steele, Mindy Christmas Grace – Second chances and the Christmas spirit abound in this heartwarming novel, one of
faith, love, and the power of community.
Strout, Elizabeth Oh William! – Lucy Barton reconnects with her first husband, William, and as they reminisce, they learn
more about their tender, complex, decades-long partnership.
Taylor, Patrick An Irish Country Yuletide – (Book 16 in the Irish Country Series) As roaring fireplaces combat the brisk
December chill, it’s up to O’Reilly to play Santa to make sure that Ballybucklebo has a Christmas it will never forget.
Thayne RaeAnne Sleigh Bells Ring – romance – Ranch manager Annie thought she could bring her niece and nephew to
the ranch for Christmas, but when her absent employer shows up her plans are upended.
Toews, Miriam Fight Night – “You're a small thing,” Grandma writes, “and you must learn to fight.” Swiv's Grandma,
Elvira, has been fighting all her life, and she continues to fight as she shares her story with her granddaughter.
Towles, Amor The Lincoln Highway – Emmett Watson’s plans after being released from the juvenile work farm are
changed drastically when he discovers two friends have escaped and have completely different ideas of what to do.
Unger, Lisa Last Girl Ghosted – mystery – Secrets, obsession, and vengeance converge in this utterly original thriller
about an online dating match turned deadly cat-and-mouse game.
Verble, Margaret When Two Feathers Fell from the Sky – In 1926 Nashville, a death-defying young Cherokee horse-diver
and her companions from the Glendale Park Zoo must get to the bottom of a mystery that spans centuries.
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Weber, David and Eric Flint To End in Fire – science fiction – (Book 4 in the Crown of Slaves Series) The Solarian League
lies in defeat, crushed by the Grand Alliance of Manticore, Haven, and Grayson. Obedient to the Alliance's surrender
demands, the League is writing a new Constitution to prevent the reemergence of out-of-control bureaucrats.
Wilde, Lori Second Chance Christmas – romance – (Book 13 in the Twilight, Texas Series) Best friends Joel and Jana
discover a shocking surprise: they find a sweet little baby in the manger with a note saying the mother will return soon.
They both begin to fall in love with the baby, and then realize their own relationship is deeper than mere friendship.
Williams, Beatriz The Wicked Widow – romance – (Book 3 in the Wicked City Series) When ugly secrets lurk in the
opulent enclaves, and bank accounts of America’s richest families, can two women from two different generations
thwart them.
Woodhouse, Kimberley A Deep Divide – (Book 1 in the Secrets of the Canyon Series) Heiress Emma McMurray has run
away to be a Harvey Girl to avoid an arranged marriage. When wealthy Ray Watkins arrives in town to prove himself to
his father, Emma fears he is just like every other wealthy man she has ever known.
Woods, Stuart Foul Play-mystery – (Book 59 in the Stone Barrington Series) Stone Barrington must halt a nefarious plot.
November:
Akpan, Uwem New York, My Village – A Nigerian editor comes to New York and is searingly observant about the myriad
ways that tribalism defines life everywhere from the villages of Africa to the villages within New York City.
Albom, Mitch Lord of the Boat – (The Stranger in the Lifeboat) Adrift in a raft nine people struggle for survival at sea.
They spot a man in the waves and pull him in, “Thank the Lord we found you.” The man then whispers, “I am the Lord.”
Atkins, Ace Robert B. Parker’s Bye Bye Baby – mystery – (Prequel to the Spenser Series) Boston PI Spenser takes on a
new case.
Baldacci, David Mercy – mystery – (Book 4 in the Atlee Pine Series) FBI Agent Atlee Pine returns for yet another thrilling
adventure.
Balogh, Mary Someone Perfect – romance – (Book 9 in the Westcott Series) Sometimes, just one person can pull a whole
family apart. And sometimes, it just takes one person to pull it back together.
Blake, Deborah Doggone Deadly – cozy mystery – (Book 2 in the Catskills Pet Rescue Mystery Series) Kari is helping out
at a dog show, but soon finds she’s bitten off more than she can chew when her best friend is framed for murder.
Boyle, William Shoot the Moonlight Out – mystery – A haunting crime story about the broken characters inhabiting
yesterday's Brooklyn.
Brackston, Paula City of Time and Magic – fantasy – (Book 4 in the Found Things Series) Xanthe face her greatest
challenges yet. She must choose from three treasures that sing to her; all call her, but the wrong one could take her on a
mission other than that which she must address first, and the stakes could not be higher.
Bradford, Barbara Taylor A Man of Honor – romance – (Prequel to the Emma Harte Series) The true story of Blackie
O'Neill, the obstacles facing him, the desire he has to throw off the impotence of poverty and move up in the world. Like
his friend Emma, he is ambitious, driven, disciplined, and determined to make it to the top. And like Emma Harte, he is
an unforgettable character for the millions who loved the book.
Bradley, Patricia Crosshairs – (Book 3 in the Natchez Park Rangers Series) While investigating a murder Ainsley
Beaumont becomes the killer’s next target, and it is up to former FBI sniper Lincoln Steele to protect her.
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Breslin, Kate As Dawn Breaks – To escape her guardian’s manipulations, Rose assumes the identity of her friend Tilly
who died in a factory explosion.
Brightwell, Emily Mrs. Jeffries and the Midwinter Murders – cozy mystery – (Book 40 in the Mrs. Jeffries Series) Mrs.
Jeffries and Inspector Witherspoon should be checking off their Christmas present list, instead they're listing murder
suspects.
Brook, Allison Death on the Shelf – cozy mystery – (Book 5 in the Haunted Library Mystery Series) Librarian Carrie
Singleton sleuths a murder at her best friend's wedding. Can library ghost Evelyn and library cat Smoky Joe help Carrie
solve the murders?
Burns, V.M. Killer Words – cozy mystery – (Book 7 in the Mystery Bookshop Series) Bookstore owner and mystery writer
Samantha Washington comes to the aid of the cop who once arrested her own grandmother.
Cameron, Marc Tom Clancy Chain of Command – (A Book in the Jack Ryan Series) An unscrupulous pharmaceutical
billionaire has a plan to flood the US market with counterfeit drugs, and its up to Jack to stop him!
Castle, Jayne Guild Boss – romance- (Book 15 in the Harmony Series) A new novel set in the futuristic world of Harmony.
Clark, Michael J. The Truth You’re Told – mystery – As Sam Hutchings looks into her father’s life the stories, she was told
start to unravel, and a dangerous plot begins to unfold.
Clayton, Meg Waite The Postmistress of Paris – The dark early days of the German occupation in France. A love story and
a tale of adventure about a young American heiress who helps artists hunted by the Nazis escape from war-torn Europe.
Connelly, Michael The Dark Hours – mystery – (Book 3 in the Renee Ballard and Harry Bosch Series) Has a killer lain
dormant for years only to strike again on New Year's Eve? LAPD Detective Renée Ballard and Harry Bosch team up to
find justice for an innocent victim.
Corey, James S A Leviathan Falls – science fiction – (Book 9 in the Expanse Series) The biggest SF series of the decade
comes to an incredible conclusion.
Cornick, Nicola The Last Daughter of York – Serena’s sister Caitlin disappeared 11 years ago. Her body has been found,
and Serena stands poised at the brink of a startling discovery – one that ties her family to a centuries old secret.
Cornwell, Patricia Autopsy – mystery – (Book 25 in the Kay Scarpetta Series) Kay Scarpetta has returned to Virginia as the
chief medical examiner. With two dead scientists in space, a woman dead on railroad tracks, and an apparent serial killer
at work, she could be in greater danger than ever before.
Cranor, Jeffrey and Janina Matthewson You Feel it Just Below the Ribs – science fiction – The story of an alternate 20th
century that chronicles one woman’s unusual life and the price she pays to survive as she tries to save her society.
Cussler, Dirk Clive Cussler’s The Devil’s Sea – (Book 26 in the Dirk Pitt Adventure Series) Another fabulous read featuring
heroes Dirk Pitt and Al Giordano.
Daniels, B.J. At the Crossroads – romance – (Book 3 in the Buckhorn, Montana Series) They're running for their lives, and
something even more precious.
Deaver, Jeffery The Midnight Lock – mystery – (Book 15 in the Lincoln Rhyme Series) Rhyme and Sachs search for a
criminal whose fascination with breaking locks terrorizes New York City.
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Duffy, Kimberly Every Word Unsaid – Forced to leave America due to a scandal, Gussie Travers heads to India expecting a
nice visit with childhood friends. Instead, she faces a plague and the fact that what she wants from life has changed.
Eggers, Dave The Every – science fiction – When the world’s largest search engine/social media company merges with
the dominant e-commerce site, it creates the richest, most dangerous, and most beloved monopoly ever known: the
Every.
Erdrich, Louise The Sentence – Revolving around a small independent bookstore in contemporary Minneapolis, The
Sentence follows a turbulent year in the life of a strong though vulnerable Ojibwe woman named Tookie.
Evanovich, Janet Game On: Tempting Twenty-Eight – mystery – (Book 28 in the Stephanie Plum Series)
Evans, Richard Paul The Christmas Promise – Love and faith help restore light and warmth long thought dimmed, proving
that the true magic of Christmas lies in the people we care for most.
Feehan, Christine Dark Tarot – romance – (Book 35 in the Dark Carpathian Series) Light and dark combine as the cards
reveal hidden truths.
Flower, Amanda Marriage Can Be Mischief – cozy mystery – (Book 3 in the Amish Matchmaker Mystery Series) Millie
Fisher leads a full life: there’s her quilting circle, her goats, her gift for matchmaking, and the occasional murder.
Follett, Ken Never – A high-stakes journey from the heat of the Sahara Desert to the political arenas of North America,
East Asia and beyond. A story that sees a world edging closer to an unprecedented global crisis.
Fox, Phoebe The Way We Weren’t – An unlikely friendship between a septuagenarian and a younger woman becomes a
story of broken trust, lost love, and the unexpected blooming of hope against the longest odds.
Gabaldon, Diana Go Tell the Bees That I Am Gone – (Book 9 in the Outlander Series) Jamie Fraser and Claire Randall were
torn apart by the Jacobite Rising in 1746; now the American Revolution threatens to do the same.
Garvis-Graves, Tracey Heard It In a Love Song – romance – Layla and Josh are two people on the rebound from love. But
when two people are on the rebound, is it heartbreak or happiness that’s a love song away?
Gaylin, Alison The Collective – mystery – In an attempt to get justice for her daughter’s death, Camille Gardner joins the
Collective. Now she must decide if they are truly avenging angels or monsters bent on revenge.
Gilmore, Lucy I Hate You More – romance – An enemies-to-lovers romcom about a grumpy dog show judge, a
determined former beauty queen, and a Golden Retriever more interested in stealing bacon than winning Best in Show.
Glenconner, Anne A Haunting at Holkam – mystery – Eleven-year-old Lady Anne Coke has returned to Holkham Hall,
where she knows all the secret passageways. When mysterious events lead to murder, she is determined to uncover the
truth.
Glover, Nicole The Undertakers – fantasy – (Book 2 in the Murder and Magic Series) Another tale of Hetty Rhodes and
her husband Benjy, magic practitioners, and detectives living in post-Civil War Philadelphia.
Goddard, Elizabeth Deadly Target – (Book 2 in the Rocky Mountain Courage Series) Erin Larson gets together with her
ex, Nathan Campbell, to help solve a cold case his father was working on when he was shot.
Griffiths, Elly The Midnight Hour – mystery – (Book 6 in the Brighton Mystery Series) A twisty murder mystery full of
Griffiths' characteristic charm takes us back to the mid-1960s when the future looked bright and shiny.
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Gunnis, Emily The Midwife’s Secret – mystery – When a little girl goes missing from Yew Tree Manor, the same house
from which a girl vanished decades before, does the key to the present lie buried even deeper in the past, in the
forgotten history of an innocent midwife accused of betrayal?
Hackwith, A. J. The God of Lost Words – fantasy – (Book 3 in the Hell’s Library Series) To save the Library of the
Unwritten in Hell, former librarian Claire and her allies may have to destroy it first.
Hall, Sarah Burntcoat – An electrifying novel of mortality, passion, and human connection, set against the backdrop of a
deadly global virus.
Halleen, Toni The Surrogate – mystery – A probing novel about a newly married couple, the surrogate they hire to carry
their baby, and the unexpected consequences of their decisions.
Hansen, Brooks The Unknown Woman of the Seine – mystery – Paris 1889, a young woman is found dead and a mask is
taken of her face to find out who she is.
Heath, Virginia Never Fall for Your Fiancée – romance – (Book One in the Merriwell Sisters Series) A handsome earl hires
a fake fiancée to keep his matchmaking mother at bay, but hilarity ensues when love threatens to complicate
everything.
Hollis, Lee Murder at the Bake Sale – cozy mystery – (Book 2 in the Maya and Sandra Mystery Series) Maya and Sandra
are friends, fellow moms, and private-detective partners in the city of Portland where sometimes their cases can get as
rocky as the Maine coast.
Iggulden, Conn Protector – (Book 2 in the Athenian Series) Themistocles is the leader of Athens, distrusted by many, but
he is their only hope against the Persians who are drawn close.
Jago, Lucy A Net for Small Fishes – A gripping dark novel based on the true scandal of two women determined to create
their own fates in the Jacobean court.
Kelly, Greta The Seventh Queen – fantasy – (Book 2 in the Warrior Witch Duology Series) Askia, a warrior, witch, and
queen-to-be, confronts the monster that stole her throne and is holding her prisoner to steal her magic.
Keneally, Thomas The Dickens Boy – A vibrant novel about Charles Dickens' son and his little-known adventures in the
Australian Outback.
Kilpack, Josi S. Love and Lavender – romance – (Book 4 in the Mayfield Family Series) When Elliott Mayfield manipulates
his niece, Hazel, and Duncan Penhale to marry they didn’t expect their marriage of convenience to become more.
Krupitsky, Naomi The Family – A tangled tale of the fates of two best friends and daughters of the Italian mafia and a
coming-of-age story of twentieth-century Brooklyn itself.
Lescroart, John, The Missing Piece – mystery – (Book 19 in the Dismas Hardy Series) When a murderer is released from
prison and then killed, it is up to Dismas Hardy to find the truth.
Liu, Ken The Veiled Throne – fantasy – (Book 3 in the Dandelion Dynasty Series) With the invasion of Dara complete and
the Wall of Storms breached, the world has opened to new possibilities for the gods and peoples of both empires.
Manning, Kirsty The French Gift – A gripping World War II set historical novel about murder, secrets, and survival.
McCarthy, Tom The Making of Incarnation – A story of the intersection of technology and human beings.
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McKinlay, Jenn Killer Research – cozy mystery – (Book 12 in the Library Lover’s Mystery Series) Has the campaign for
mayor turned deadly? It is up to Lindsey, Sully, and the rest of the crafternoon pals to see how the cookie crumbles and
figure out who is trying to frame Ms. Cole for murder and why.
McPherson, Catriona The Mirror Dance – mystery – (Book 15 in the Dandy Gilver Series) On meeting a mysterious
professor from St. Andrews, Dandy and Alex are flung into the worlds of academia, the theatre, and publishing.
Mehl, Nancy Dead Fall – (Book 2 in the Quantico Files Series) FBI agent Alex Donovan and the BAU are called in to find a
killer who murders his victims without touching them. And the killer is getting close to home.
Morris, Wanda M. All Her Little Secrets – mystery – A twisty mystery about a black lawyer who gets in over her head
after the sudden death of her boss.
Morrissey, Hannah Hello, Transcriber – mystery – A captivating mystery suspense debut featuring a female police
transcriber who goes beyond the limits to solve a harrowing case.
Mukherjee, Abir The Shadows of Men – mystery – (Book 5 in the Sam Wyndham Series) A Hindu theologian is murdered
in his home, and it is up to Captain Wyndham and Sergeant Banerjee to track down those responsible.
Noble, Shelley A Secret Never Told – mystery – (Book 4 in the Lady Dunbridge Mystery Series) Lady Dunbridge hasn’t had
a challenge in months, but now a guest is dead, and the prime suspect is a man she is intimately acquainted with.
Nolfi, Christine The Passing Storm – romance – A gripping, openhearted novel about family, reconciliation, and bringing
closure to the secrets of the past.
Okorafor, Nnedi Noor – science fiction – From African futurist luminary Okorafor comes a new science fiction novel of
intense action and thoughtful rumination on biotechnology, destiny, and humanity in a near-future Nigeria.
Patterson, James Fear No Evil – (Book 29 in the Alex Cross Series) Alex Cross enters the final showdown with the
relentless killer who has stalked him and his family for years.
Perry, Anne A Christmas Legacy – mystery – (Book 19 in the Christmas Series) A heart-warming festive mystery set in
Victorian London.
Perry, Thomas The Left-Handed Twin – mystery – (Book 9 in the Jane Whitefield Series) Rescue artist Jane Whitefield
leads a deadly crime syndicate on a wild chase through the Northeast.
Pershing, Amy An Eggnog to Die For – cozy mystery – (Book 2 in the Cape Cod Foodie Mystery Series) Christmas is
coming to Cape Cod, but when Sam Barnes finds a very dead Santa in a very hip restaurant, it’s up to her to sift out
suspects who have been naughty vs. nice.
Pickett, Rex The Archivist – Emily is hired to finish a job for an archivist who drowned, or did she. Emily unwittingly
morphs into an adult Nancy Drew, a one-woman archivist crusader on a mission!
Picoult, Jodi Wish You Were Here – Diana O’Toole’s romantic vacation is ruined by a pandemic. Now she’s trapped in the
Galapagos Islands, and she finds herself examining her relationships, her choices, and herself.
Poyer, David Arctic Sea – (Book 21 in the Dan Lenson Series) New threats surface in the aftermath of WWIII—this time,
in the remote waters of the Arctic.
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Preisler, Jerome Threat Point – (Book in the Tom Clancy’s Net Force Relaunch Series) Net Force must handle a
mysterious AI-controlled sub in the Black Sea, a sleeper agent in the Pacific, and a gang of master international hackers
throwing the United States into chaos.
Reuland, Robert Brooklyn Supreme – mystery – A hard-edged literary thriller about a racially charged police shooting.
Roberts, Nora The Becoming – romance – (Book 2 in the Dragon Heart Legacy Series) When Breen Kelly makes a leap
into the unknown with a summer trip to Ireland in search of her father, little does she know she will find a portal into
another world, Talamh, where she will find magic, family, and a destiny beyond her wildest dreams.
Rosenstiel, Tom The Days to Come – (Book 4 in the Peter Rena Series) A masterful political thriller thrusts veteran
Washington fixers Peter Rena and Randi Brooks into a dark world of cyberattacks, a new era of foreign espionage, and a
risky, classified plan to save the world from environmental disaster.
Ruiz-Zafon, Carlos The City of Mist – (A book in the Cemetery of Forgotten Books Series) Return to the mythical
Barcelona library known as the Cemetery of Forgotten Books in this posthumous collection of stories.
Schober, Carmen After She Falls – After escaping a man who smashed everything to pieces, MMA fighter Adri Rivera has
a chance to reconnect with an old friend and training partner who she left heartbroken years before.
Shafak, Elif The Island of Missing Trees – A rich, magical tale of belonging and identity, love and trauma, memory and
amnesia, human-induced destruction of nature, and, finally, renewal.
Shane, Lizzie To All the Dogs I’ve Loved Before – romance – (Book 3 in the Pine Hollow Series) First love gets a second
chance when a mischievous dog finds a way to keep fetching the town librarian’s high school sweetheart in this
charming small-town romance.
Shteyngart, Gary Our Country Friends – Eight friends, one country house, four romances, and six months in isolation, all
beginning in March 2020 with the pandemic.
Sindu, SJ Blue Skinned Gods – When Tamil Nadu was born with blue skin everyone considered him the 10th incarnation of
the Hindu god Vishnu. After passing the tests to confirm his divinity, he begins to question everything, and his life starts
to fall apart.
Steel, Danielle Flying Angels – World War II brings together six remarkable young flight nurses, who face the challenges
of war and its many heartbreaks and victories as unsung heroes.
Stephenson Neal Termination Shock – In a near future where the greenhouse effect has resulted in superstorms, rising
sea levels, flooding, heat waves, and pandemics, one man has a Big Idea for reversing its effects.
Strohmeyer, Sarah Do I Know You? – mystery – Combining magnetic, wise-cracking narration and a skillfully layered plot,
Do I Know You? is a gripping psychological thriller and tale of redemption that reveals the power of a sister's love.
Thomas, Sherry Miss Moriarty, I Presume? – mystery – (Book 6 in the Lady Sherlock Series) A most unexpected client
shows up at Charlotte Holmes's doorstep: Moriarty himself. Moriarty fears that tragedy has befallen his daughter and
wants Charlotte to find out the truth.
Vargas Llosa, Mario Harsh Times – The true story of Guatemala’s political turmoil of the 1950s. A story of international
conspiracies and conflicting interests in the time of the Cold War, the echoes of which are still felt today.
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Walters, Natalie Lights Out – (Book 1 in the Snap Agency Series) CIA analyst Brynn Taylor developed a new program to
combat terrorism, and she invited members of foreign intelligence agencies to America to foster cooperation between
countries. Now one of them, Egyptian spy Remon Riad, is missing.
Ward, J.R. The Wolf – romance – (Book 2 in the Black Dagger Brotherhod: Prison Camp Series) Things get steamy when
Lucan, a wolven forced into bartering drug deals for the infamous Prison Colony, meets Rio, the second in command for
the shadowy Caldwell supplier Mozart.
White, Karen The Attic on Queen Street – mystery – (Book 7 in the Tradd Street Series) Return to the house on Tradd
Street for one last time as the bestselling series featuring psychic medium Melanie Trenholm comes to a hauntingly
spectacular finale.
Williams, Tad Brothers of the Wind – fantasy – (A Book in the Last King of Osten Ard Series) Set a thousand years before
the events of Williams's The Dragonbone Chair, the tale of Ineluki's tragic boast, and what it brings.
Yun, Jung O Beautiful – An unflinching portrayal of a woman trying to come to terms with the ghosts of her past and the
tortured realities of a deeply divided America.
Zahn, Timothy Lesser Evil – science fiction – (Book 3 in the Star Wars: Thrawn Ascendancy Series) The fate of the Chiss
Ascendancy hangs in the balance. To secure the salvation of the Ascendancy, is Thrawn willing to sacrifice everything,
including the only home he has ever known?
December:
Adams, Michelle Hidden Treasures – romance – A reunited couple search for a valuable treasure, a precious jewelry box,
stolen from the Nazis and hidden away since World War II, in this romantic novel of rekindled love.
Adler, Elizabeth Better Than Revenge – Twin sisters, professional grifters who con rich men. When one of them falls in
love with their next mark, and he then winds up dead, their way of life becomes threatened.
Allen, Susanna A Duke Laid Bare – romance – (Book 2 in the Shapeshifters of the Beau Monde Series) The Prince Regent
forces the Duke of Osborn to marry the widowed Marchioness of Castleton to keep their shapeshifting a secret.
Bell, Ted Sea Hawke – (Book 12 in the Alex Hawke Series) Alex Hawke is sailing into trouble when an around-the-world
journey becomes a fight against terror.
Blake, Bethany Of Mutts and Murder – cozy mystery – (Book 6 in the Lucky Paws Petsitting Mystery Series) When
Daphne’s father’s business partner downs some poisoned chili on Memorial Day weekend, another kind of memorial is
in the cards.
Blanchard, Alice The Witching Tree – mystery – (Book 3 in the Natalie Lockhart Series) Burning Lake is a small town with
a dark history. Now, a modern-day witch has been murdered, and Detective Natalie Lockhart is drawn deep into the
case.
Brennan, Allison The Sorority Murder – mystery – A college senior's podcast delves into an unsolved campus murder of a
popular sorority girl with individual callers exploring facts previously thought to be true.
Brody, Frances Death and the Brewery Queen – mystery – (Book 12 in the Kate Shackleton Series) A competition for the
crown proves deadly when confidences are betrayed and secrets are spilled.
Brown, Carolyn The Sunshine Club – romance – The Sunshine Club is back in business, and Gussie and Mary are going to
make sure that Blanche’s niece, Sissy, is getting matched up with the local preacher.
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Clipston, Amy Foundation of Love – (Book one in the Amish Legacy Series) An Amish widower with three grown sons
discovers that another chance at love may be waiting for him.
Cogman, Genevieve The Untold Story – (Book 8 in the Invisible Library Series) Time-traveling librarian spy Irene will need
to delve deep into a tangled web of loyalty and power to keep her friends safe and discover if Alberich is her father.
Cornwell, Bernard Sharpe’s Assassin – (Book 22 in the Sharpe Series) Sharpe is back. Outsider. Hero. Rogue. And the one
man you want on your side.
Coyle, Cleo Honey Roasted – cozy mystery – (Book 19 in the Coffeehouse Series) Clare Cosi is busy as a bee planning her
honeymoon when murder buzzes into the Village Blend.
DeMille, Nelson The Maze – (Book 8 in the John Corey Series) Detective John Corey who is called out of retirement to
investigate a string of searing, grisly murders that take place a little too close to home.
Eskin, Otho Head Shot – mystery – (Book 2 in the Marko Zorn Series) The most elusive assassin in the world versus D.C.
homicide detective Marko Zorn.
Faye, Lindsay Observations by Gaslight – A new collection of Sherlockian tales that shows the Great Detective and his
partner, Watson, as their acquaintances saw them.
Feehan, Christine Annihilation Road – romance – (Book 6 in the Torpedo Ink Series) The Torpedo Ink riders of Sea Haven
have a lot more coming for them than they anticipated in this new novel, full of heat, danger, and thrill rides.
Fowler, Christopher London Bridge is Falling Down – mystery – (Book 20 in the Bryant & May Series) It's time to
celebrate Bryant and May's 20th anniversary as their most lunatic case yet brings death and rebirth to London's most
peculiar crimes unit.
Gilbert, Victoria Renewed for Murder – cozy mystery – (Book 6 in the Blue Ridge Library Mystery Series) Librarian Amy
Webber dances with death.
Gray, Shelley Shepard An Amish Quilting Bee – (A collection of stories by Amy Clipston, Kathleen Fuller, and Shelly
Shepard Gray)
Griffin, WEB (Andrews & Wilson) Rogue Asset – (Book 9 in the Presidential Agent Series) The secretary of state has been
kidnapped by Islamic extremists and his only hope for survival is a reconstituted Presidential Agent team.
Harding, Lisa Bright Burning Things – An emotional tour-de-force—a devastating and nuanced look at an addict’s journey
towards rehabilitation and redemption.
Hardt, Helen Flame – romance – (Book 20 in the Steel Brothers Saga) Are you missing the Steel Brothers? Are you
yearning for more? Welcome to the next generation!
Higashino, Keigo Silent Parade – mystery – (Book 4 in the Detective Galileo Series) A complex and challenging mystery—
several murders, decades apart, with no solid evidence.
Hooper, Kay Curse of Salem – mystery – (Book 20 in the Bishop/Special Crimes Unit Series) When Hollis Templeton and
Diana Hayes receive a warning about a killer stalking Salem, it is up to the Bishop and his elite crime unit to uncover a
curse.
Hyde, Catherine Ryan Boy Underground -During WWII, a teenage boy finds his voice, the courage of his convictions, and
friends for life.
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Jennings, Regina Proposing Mischief – (Book 2 in the Joplin Chronicles Series) When Boone makes Maisie a proposal that
he hopes will overhaul his family business, it instead throws the town of Joplin into chaos!
Kane, Darby The Replacement Wife – mystery – A thrilling domestic suspense novel that asks, how many wives and
girlfriends should disappear before your family notices?
Kapelke-Dale, Rachel The Ballerinas – mystery – Explore the complexities of female friendship, the dark drive towards
physical perfection in the name of artistic expression, the double-edged sword of ambition and passion, and the
sublimated rage that so many women hold inside––all culminating in a twist you won't see coming, with magnetic
characters you won't soon forget.
Kelly, Julia The Last Dance of the Debutante – It’s 1958, the last year that debutante’s will curtsey to the Queen, and to
please her mother Lily, Nichols agrees to do the season, but in doing so, she learns a devastating secret that could
destroy her entire family.
Kim, Juhea Beasts of a Little Land – Set against the backdrop of the Korean independence movement, the story follows
the intertwined fates of a young girl sold to a courtesan school and the penniless son of a hunter.
Klassen, Julie Shadows of Swanford Abbey – When a famous author is found dead Rebecca Lane becomes a suspect, and
when the man who broke her heart years ago becomes lead investigator, he is torn between his growing feelings and his
pursuit of the truth.
Knox, Joseph True Crime Story – mystery – Seven years ago Zoe Nolan walked out of a party and was never seen again.
Now Evelyn Mitchell finds herself drawn into the mystery asking crime writer Joseph Knox to help.
Lackey, Mercedes The Silver Bullets of Annie Oakley -fantasy- (Book 16 in the Elemental Masters Series) While traveling
in Germany with Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show, Annie discovers she is an Air Elemental, and now not only has she got
her gun, it’s filled with silver bullets.
Lipinska, Blanka This Day – (Book 2 in the 365 Days Series) The steamy and thrilling story of Laura and Massimo
continues in this unputdownable sequel to the international bestseller 365 Days.
McMurray, Kate What the Cat Dragged In – romance – (Book 2 in the Whitman Street Cat Café Series) When Paige and
Josh are paired up helping to capture feral cats, the sparks begin to fly, but is it going to wreak havoc on their friends
and family?
Miasha All We Ask is Trust – (Book 4 in the Secret Society Series) Celess and Tina have the looks and bodies to keep them
from ever paying for anything, but they also share a devastating secret that will take all their street smarts to survive.
Natsukawa, Sosuke The Cat Who Saved Books – fantasy – An enthralling tale of books, first love, fantasy, and an unusual
friendship with a talking cat.
Patel, Neel Tell Me How to Be – After her husband’s death Renu decides to sell her home and her son Akash comes
home to help. As their pasts catch up to them, they must decide between the lives they lived and the new ones they
have created.
Rozan, S J Family Business – mystery – (Book 14 in the Bill Smith, Lydia Chin Series) The death of a powerful Chinatown
crime boss thrusts private eye Lydia Chin and her partner Bill Smith into a world of double-dealing, subterfuge, murder,
and real estate.
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Shaw, M.B. Murder at the Castle – cozy mystery – (Book 2 in the Iris Grey Series) Painter (and amateur sleuth) Iris Grey
enters a world of buried secrets, village gossip, family feuds, and murder.
Shelton, Paige Dark Night – mystery – (Book 3 in the Alaska Wild Mysteries Series) Winter has fallen in Benedict, Alaska,
and with it comes unexpected visitors, murder, and the disappearance of yet another author in the lower forty-eight.
Stanisic, Sasa Where You Come From – A novel about a village where only thirteen people remain.
Story, Rosalyn Sing Her Name – The story of two musically gifted women whose lives overlap across the boundaries of
time.
Thomas, Sarah Loudin The Finder of Forgotten Things – After promising a town he'd find them water and failing, Sullivan
Harris is on the run, but he grows uneasy when one success makes folks ask him to find other things – like missing items
or sons.
Thompson, Victoria City of Shadows – mystery – (Book 5 in the Counterfeit Lady Series) Con artist Elizabeth Bates is
asked to con a con artist to save her friend and her mother from financial ruin at the hands of a shady medium.
Warren, Christine Your Lion Eyes – romance – (Book 2 in the Alphaville Series) When Grady Emerson becomes the
newest deputy in town all Molly Buchanan’s lioness wants to do is purr up against this rogue bear sheriff.
West, Catherine Adel Saving Ruby King – When Ruby King’s mother is murdered, her friend Layla is the only one who
understands the jeopardy Ruby is in and is the only one who can help her break free from a legacy of trauma.
Wick, Ryan Safecracker – mystery – Safecracker Michael Maven must pull off the most dangerous theft of his long
career--or his friends and family will be killed.

